


Valcambi                         
– 1000g                                       
€59.307,03                                   
Description                                              
Valcambi                         
– 1000 g gold bar

Argor Heraeus                        
– 1000g 
€59.307,03                                  
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                             
– 1000 g gold bar

Valcambi – 500g                                    
€29.711,55                                   
Description                                              
Valcambi – 500 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus   – 
500g                             
€29.711,55                                 
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                
– 500 g gold bar

Valcambi – 250g                                        
€14.885,29                                  
Description                                              
Valcambi – 250 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                 
– 250g                           
€14.885,29                                                                
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                         
– 250 g gold bar

Valcambi – 100g                       
€6.004,62                                                                          
Description                                              
Valcambi – 100 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                      
– 100g                          
€6.004,62                    
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                    
– 100 g gold bar
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Valcambi – 50g                                          
€3.020,49                                                                
Description                                              
Valcambi – 50 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                  
– 50g                                  
€3.020,49                                                       
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                         
– 50 g gold bar

Valcambi – 1oz                                          
€1.913,05                                                           
Description                                              
Valcambi – 1 oz 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                 
– 1oz                                  
€1.913,05                                                                 
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                      
– 1 oz gold bar

Valcambi – 20g                                          
€1.252,93                                                       
Description                                              
Valcambi – 20 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                 
– 20g                                  
€1.252,93                                                  
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                    
– 20 g gold bar

Valcambi – 10g                                          
€648,04                                                       
Description                                              
Valcambi – 10 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                
– 10g                                  
€648,04                                                  
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                       
– 10 g gold bar



Valcambi – 5g                                          
€333,03                                                     
Description                                              
Valcambi – 5 g gold 
bar

Argor Heraeus                          
– 5g                                  
€333,03                                                 
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus – 5 
g gold bar

Valcambi – 2,5g                                          
€179,21                                                      
Description                                              
Valcambi – 2,5 g 
gold bar

Argor Heraeus                          
– 2g                                  
€150,12                                               
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus – 2 
g gold bar

Valcambi – 1g                                          
€82,75                                                       
Description                                              
Valcambi – 1 g gold 
bar

Argor Heraeus                   
– 1g                                  
€82,75                                               
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus – 1 
g gold bar

Argor Heraeus                        
– 1000g                                           
€1.148,75                 
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                             
– 1000 g silver bar

Argor Heraeus                        
– 500g                                           
€620,29               
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                             
– 500 g silver bar

Precious metal 

Silver



Argor Heraeus                        
– 250g                                           
€343,27           
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                             
– 250 g silver bar

Argor Heraeus                        
– 100g                                           
€155,22                 
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                             
– 100 g silver bar

Argor Heraeus                 
– 100g                                  
€3.895,45                                                              
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                      
– 100 g platinum 
bar

Argor Heraeus                 
– 1oz                                  
€1.323,46                                                              
Description                                              
Argor Heraeus                      
– 1 oz platinum bar

CombiBar 100x1g                                               
€6.292,11                                                                                                

CombiBar                         
50x1g                                               
€3.169,73                                                                                            

CombiBar - Gold

Precious metal 

Platinum

Precious metal 



CombiBar                            
20x1g                                               
€1.340,15                                                                                          

CombiBar 
100x1/100OZ (10Z)                                               
€2.062,99                                                                                           

CombiBar                            
5x1g Stars Booklet                                               
€429,67                                                                                          

CombiBar                            
5x1g Stars Capsule                                               
€424,40                                                                                         

CombiBar 100x1g                                               
€161,45                                                                                               

Precious metal 

CombiBar - Silver



0,61 ct ruby                                                                   
€588,01                                                                                                  

Description                                              
Code: 674241

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 0.61 ct
Color: dark red

Grinding: drip diamond grinding, good quality
Origin: Tanzania

1,01 ct ruby                                                             
€926,74                                                                                                   

Description                                              
Code: 061/20

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 1.01 ct

Dimensions: 5.7 x 6.1 x 3.7 mm
Color: dark red, translucent

Grinding: drip diamond grinding, good quality
Origin: Tanzania

1,36 ct ruby                                                        
€2.977,37                                                                                                               

Description                                              
Code: 705/20

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 1.36 ct

Size: mm
Color: red, translucent

Grinding: oval diamond grinding, very good quality
Origin: Tanzania

1,36 ct ruby                                                        
€2.977,37                                                                                                    

Description                                              
Code: 705/20

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 1.36 ct

Size: mm
Color: red, translucent

Grinding: oval diamond grinding, very good quality
Origin: Tanzania
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1,87 ct ruby                                                        
€10.926,06                                                                                               
Description                                              
Code: 832/20

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 1.87 ct

Dimensions: 7.2 x 7.1 x 4.6 mm
Color: dark red, translucent

Grinding: round diamond grinding, very good quality
Origin: Tanzania

4,23 ct ruby                                                        
€9.481,29                                                                                               

Description                                              
Code: 873733                                                                                            

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 4.23 ct

Size: mm
Color: dark red, translucent

Grinding: round diamond grinding, very good quality
Origin: Tanzania

3,61 ct ruby                                                        
€18.346,19                                                                                            
Description                                              
Code: 832/20

Stone: natural ruby
Weight: 1.87 ct

Dimensions: 7.2 x 7.1 x 4.6 mm
Color: dark red, translucent

Grinding: round diamond grinding, very good quality
Origin: Tanzania



ALESSIA ring                                                                                      
€1.696,00                                                                                                          

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,35 ct
DARYA ring                                                                                                        
€3.820,00                                                                                                        

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,80 ct
DEBORA ring                                                                                              

€907,00                                                                                                        
Additional information                                                                                           

Metal color - White gold
Material - Gold
Stones - peridot

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Diamond weight - 0,24 ct

Dominika ring                                                                                    
€2.792,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct
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Dominika ring                                                                                         
€2.792,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

ELVÍRA ring                                                                                        
€2.407,00                                                                                                       

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant, Emerald
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,205 ct

ESTELA ring                                                                                                      
€1.965,00                                                                                                      

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,42 ct

GINA ring                                                                                                    
€698,00                                                                                                     

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,07 ct

GINA ring                                                                                                     
€698,00                                                                                                     

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,07 ct



HOLLY ring                                                                                        
€1.155,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,07 ct

IVA ring                                                                        
€1.445,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,21ct

JESS ring                                                                                                           
€738,00                                                                                                  

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,11ct

Justýna ring                                                                                               
€3.404,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold                                                                                                            
Purity - 14 kt

Stones - Diamond
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Justýna ring                                                                                            
€3.404,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold                                                                                                            
Purity - 14 kt

Stones - Diamond
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct



KELLY ring                                                                                           
€1.321,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,22ct

KRISTINA ring                                                                                   
€2.725,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,45ct

LADA ring                                                                                             
€1.399,00                                                                                                 

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Rose gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

MOLLY ring                                                                        
€965,00                                                                                                       

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,10ct

PAOLA ring                                                                        
€1.369,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,09ct



PAOLA ring                                                                        
€1.369,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,09ct

PAULETTE ring                                                                     
€3.339,00                                                                                                  

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,885ct

ROBERTA ring                                                                     
€2.518,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,76ct

TEREZA ring                                                                    
€2.973,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Brilliant
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,64ct

THALIA ring                                                                                 
€870,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold                                                                                                            
Purity - 14 kt

Stones - white pearl, brilliant                                                                                    
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,10 ct



THALIA ring                                                                               
€924,00                                                                                                  

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Brilliant                                                                                                        
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                                                   

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,10 ct

Zoe ring                                                                       
€1.285,00                                                                                            

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold                                                                                                     
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                         

Stones - Diamond
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Zoe ring                                                                       
€1.285,00                                                                                            

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold                                                                                                     
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                         

Stones - Diamond
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct



ANNA earrings                                                                                          
€2.105,00                                                                                                         

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

BECKY earrings                                                                                            
€1.252,00                                                                                                     

Additional information                                                                                            
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

BELINDA earrings                                                                                   
€1.094,00                                                                                                 

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Colin earrings                                                                  
€4.458,00                                                                                                

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
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Colin earrings                                                                  
€4.458,00                                                                                                

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

DAFNE earrings                                                                  
€3.007,00                                                                                               

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Dana earrings                                                                 
€1.646,00                                                                                         

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            

Stones - Diamond                                                                                               
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Dana earrings                                                                 
€1.646,00                                                                                         

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Rose gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            

Stones - Diamond                                                                                               
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Dana earrings                                                                 
€1.646,00                                                                                         

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            

Stones - Diamond                                                                                               
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct



DOMINIKA earrings                                                                              
€2.665,00                                                                                                     

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

EDUARDA earrings                                                                            
€1.714,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

ELIŠKA earrings                                                                                
€3.312,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

ELODIE earrings                                                                      
€1.801,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

ELVÍRA earrings                                                                
€4.070,00                                                                                        

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            

Stones - Brilliant, Emerald                                                                                        
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                             

Brilliant weight - 0,535ct



EMA earrings                                                                                  
€3.065,00                                                                                               

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Stones - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

EMA earrings                                                                                        
€3.065,00                                                                                               

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Stones - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

EMA earrings                                                                                     
€3.065,00                                                                                               

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Francoise earrings                                                                                         
€6.696,00                                                                                              

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Stones - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Lucie earrings                                                                                       
€3.758,00                                                                                                  

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her



Lucie earrings                                                                                               
€3.758,00                                                                                                  

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Diamond
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

LYDIA earrings                                                               
€1.276,00                                                                                        

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            

Stones - Brilliant, Emerald                                                                                        
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                             

Brilliant weight - 0,535ct
MOLLY earrings                                                         

€2.018,00                                                                                   
Additional information                                                                                           

Metal color - White gold
Material - Gold

Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            
Stones - Brilliant, Emerald                                                                                        

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                             
Brilliant weight - 0,535ct

ODETTE earrings                                                                                      
€422,00                                                                                  

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            

Stones - Brilliant, Emerald                                                                                        
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                             

Brilliant weight - 0054ct
PATRICIA earrings                                                     

€1.920,00                                                                                
Additional information                                                                                           

Metal color - White gold
Material - Gold

Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            
Stones - Brilliant                                                                                        

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                             
Brilliant weight - 0,57ct



Whitney earrings                                                                 
€3.773,00                                                                                       

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            
Stones - Diamond                                                                                          

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                       

Whitney earrings                                                                 
€3.773,00                                                                                       

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                            
Stones - Diamond                                                                                          

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her                                                                                        



CAROLINE pendant                                                                                    
€2.384,00                                                                                                    

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,37 ct

DAFNE pendant                                                                              
€1.352,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant, Sapphire

Purity - 14 kt
Brilliant weight - 0,22 ct

ELVÍRA pendant                                                                                               
€1.812,00                                                                                                 

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant, Emerald

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,22 ct

JANE pendant                                                                                       
€551,00                                                                                               

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Purity - 14 kt

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
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MOLLY pendant                                                                    
€720,00                                                                                                   

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant, Sapphire

Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                       
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,10 ct
ROSA pendant                                                                 

€720,00                                                                                                   
Additional information                                                                                           

Metal color - White gold
Material - Gold

Stones - Brilliant, Ruby
Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                       

For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her
Brilliant weight - 0,10 ct

VANESSA pendant                                                              
€2.295,00                                                                                                 

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant

Purity - 14 kt                                                                                                       
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,52 ct



ALŽBĚTA necklace                                                                                        
€5.030,00                                                                                                

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,89 ct

Artemis necklace                                                                         
€2.004,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Rose gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Artemis necklace                                                                      
€2.004,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Artemis necklace                                                                            
€2.004,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct
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EMA necklace                                                                             
€1.692,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,20 ct

EMA necklace                                                                                       
€1.692,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Rose gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

EMA necklace                                                                                           
€1.692,00                                                                                             

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

KLAUDIE necklace                                                                                     
€1.846,00                                                                                               

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Brilliant

Purity - 14 kt
For - anniversary, Birthday, child birth, Gift for her

Brilliant weight - 0,20 ct

Zita necklace                                                              
€1.512,00                                                                                           

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Rose gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct



Zita necklace                                                              
€1.512,00                                                                                           

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - White gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct

Zita necklace                                                              
€1.512,00                                                                                           

Additional information                                                                                           
Metal color - Yellow gold

Material - Gold
Stones - Diamond

Purity - 14 kt
Diamond weight - 0,25 ct



Mens

Buceador CARIBE                                                                                                                                                                                                            
€3.210,00                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                    
2860.1AR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Cuervo y Sobrinos is pleased to unveil the new 
Buceador Caribe, a divers’ watch inspired by cyan 

coloured seas, pastel sands and Cuba’s aquatic world. 
It has a highly complex case featuring a container-type 

construction that contributes to the model’s 
impressive water resistance of 200m. This 

contemporary watch, brimming with Caribbean 
charm, is both practical and stylish.

Each watch is delivered with 2 straps (rubber and 
Toscano leather).                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Description 
Functions

Hours, minutes, centre seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5104

Case
Stainless steel, 43 x 43 mm, height 15.8 mm, sapphire 
crystal with anti-reflective coating, water resistant to 

20 ATM, integrated bezel locking functionality
Dial

“Cayo Coco” sand color gradient color dial, printed 
indices with Superluminova

Hands
Sand color SuperLuminova coated hours, minutes and 

seconds, steel and yellow seconds
Strap

Brown with red inside matte Rubber with additional 
Light brown “Toscane” High Gloss Leather

Buckle
2 stainless steel pin buckles for rubber and leather 

straps, engraved CyS emblem
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Esplendidos CSWC
€2.650,00

2414.1TCSWC
As partnerships go, the Cuervo y Sobrinos and Cigar 

Smoking World Championship (CSWC) is a match 
made in heaven. Since 1882, Havana has been the 

spiritual home of Cuervo y Sobrinos. The Cuban 
capital is also synonymous with the manufacture of 

fine cigars. Indeed, the very mention of Havana 
evokes thoughts of glamour, style and luxury.

The unique event created by cigar expert Marko Bilic 
is celebrating the 10th anniversary in style and for 
this occasion Cuervo y Sobrinos is launching three 

special editions of its Esplendidos Collection.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds
Movement
CYS 5102

Case
Stainless steel, 35 x 47 mm, height 10 mm, sapphire 

crystal with anti- reflective coating, water resistant to 
3 ATM, screwed see-through case back with sapphire 

crystal
Dial

Tobacco / Cream dial, rose gold color applied index, 
printed CSWC logo, applied CyS emblem

Hands
Rose gold color hours, minutes and seconds

Strap
Gold shiny alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Esplendidos CSWC SERIES
€2.650,00

2414.1TCSWC
As partnerships go, the Cuervo y Sobrinos and Cigar 

Smoking World Championship (CSWC) is a match 
made in heaven. Since 1882, Havana has been the 

spiritual home of Cuervo y Sobrinos. The Cuban 
capital is also synonymous with the manufacture of 

fine cigars. Indeed, the very mention of Havana 
evokes thoughts of glamour, style and luxury.

The unique event created by cigar expert Marko Bilic 
is celebrating the 10th anniversary in style and for 
this occasion Cuervo y Sobrinos is launching three 

special editions of its Esplendidos Collection.

Limited edition 80 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5103

Case
Stainless steel, 35 x 47 mm, height 10 mm, sapphire 

crystal with anti-reflective coating, water resistant to 
3 ATM, screwed see-through case back with sapphire 

crystal
Dial

Tobacco dial, rose gold color applied index, printed 
CSWC logo, applied CyS emblem

Hands
Rose gold color hours, minutes and seconds

Strap
Brown matt Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador 1519
€3.700,00

3196.1CH

HelloSan Cristóbal de La Habana was founded on the 
16th November 1519. Today, the city is better known 
as Havana, the capital of Cuba, a place synonymous 

with fine cigars, rum and glamorous cars from a 
bygone age. In 2019, Havana celebrated its 500th 

anniversary (1519-2019, the Historiador 1519 marks 
this significant landmark in Cuba’s rich and vibrant 

history.

Limited edition 500 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds, date, universal hour 
indicator with disc

Movement
CYS 6123

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 9.9 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Champagne, central art déco inspired guilloche dial, 
second time zone indication in key shape and CyS 

emblem with red Superluminova applied
Hands

Breguet hours and minutes hands, baton central 
seconds hands

Strap
Gold shiny Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador ASTURIAS
€2.200,00

3195.1ASB
Cuervo y Sobrinos was founded in 1882 by Cuervo 

and his nephews. This group of remarkable 
entrepreneurs and highly skilled goldsmiths 

originated from Asturias, a region in northwest Spain.

The Historiador Asturias honours those courageous 
emigrants who, in the 19th century, sailed to the 
Americas in the pursuit of fortune. Cuba proved a 
popular choice for the intrepid Asturians, eager to 

discover a new world and make a better life.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, centre seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5104

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 9.9 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Agua blue smoked dial. The date features white 
numerals on a black disc. An applied CyS logo is 

positoned at 12 o’clock
Hands

Losangé hour and minute hands. Centre seconds 
hand with counterweight

Strap
Dark Blue matte Cordoban Leather

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle featuring an 

openworked CyS-branded clasp



Historiador CRONO LANDERON
€25.900,00

3148.9B
There comes a point in one’s life when change no 
longer feels like progress. Often when reminiscing 
about the past, we wish to taste the foods of our 

youth, look back at the clothes we once wore or drive 
the cars we previously owned. The Historiador Crono 

Landeron indulges the desires of nostalgic 
horophiles.

Limited edition 50 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and small seconds, chronograph 
counter 45 minutes and central seconds, tachymeter

Movement
CYS 4008

Case
18 kt. rose gold, diameter 41 mm, height 12.5 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
White dial with tachymeter in black color, hours 

printed in black, applied CyS emblem
Hands

Hours and minutes, Breguet shape, gold color 
shining, central seconds in gold color, counters hands 

in gold color
Strap

Gold shiny Louisiana alligator
Buckle

18 kt. rose gold pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador DOBLE LUNA
€5.800,00

3194.1DL
The moon symbolises an array of different things, 

including fertility, love and wisdom. The Historiador 
Doble Luna provide a highly legible depiction of this 

intriguing celestial body.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, centre seconds, date, day, month, 
complete moonphase calendar

Movement
CYS 6331

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 11.25 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Blue “Clou de Paris” guilloché dial, silver applied 

indices, applied CyS emblem
Hands

Stainless steel hands, hours and minutes Breguet 
hands with Superluminova

Strap
Dark blue high-gloss Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador Flameante
€13.600,00

3130.9FA
The name, ‘Flameante’ evokes thoughts of heat, one 

of the many characteristics of life in sultry Havana 
and makes reference to the model’s intricate flaming 

dial motif.

The Historiador Flameante’s 40mm case is infused 
with the passion of Cuba, a place where entwined 

bodies dance to a Latin beat.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and small seconds
Movement
CYS 2052

Case
18kt. rose gold, diameter 40 mm, height 6.2 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Argenté color with “Flameante” finishing, gold plated 
index and CyS emblem applied

Hands
Hours and minutes with superluminova, small 

seconds, round shape, gold plated, exclusive CyS 
design
Strap

Louisiana alligator
Buckle

18kt. rose gold pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador Flameante
€3.070,00

3130.1FA
The name, ‘Flameante’ evokes thoughts of heat, one 

of the many characteristics of life in sultry Havana 
and makes reference to the model’s intricate flaming 

dial motif.

The Historiador Flameante’s 40mm case is infused 
with the passion of Cuba, a place where entwined 

bodies dance to a Latin beat.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and small seconds
Movement
CYS 2052

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 6.2 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Argenté color with “Flameante” finishing, gold plated 
index and CyS emblem applied

Hands
Hours and minutes with superluminova, small 

seconds, round shape, gold plated, exclusive CyS 
design
Strap

Honey matt Louisiana alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador FLECHAZO
€4.100,00

3142.1BX
The Spanish word, ‘flechazo’ means ‘arrow’, a 

reference to the prominent central chronograph 
seconds hand fitted to the Historiador Flechazo. 

Unusually, this red hand features an openworked, 
triangular tip, granting an unrestricted view of the 

date display, positioned at noon.
This model brims with Latin passion and it is 

endowed with sensuous curves. Its appearance 
evokes strong emotions and it readily attracts 

admiring glances.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, small seconds, chronograph, 
tachymeter
Movement
CYS 8100

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 42 mm, height 12 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Small second counter and chronograph functions : 60 
seconds counter on center, 30 minutes counter, 12 
hours counter, date, hours printed in bordeaux or 

white and tachymeter in white, CyS emblem printed.
Hands

Breguet hours and minutes, hands in silver color, 
central seconds hand red color with big arrow and 

vintage CyS design. Counter hands in silver color and 
vintage CyS design

Strap
Bordeaux matt Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador GMT
€3.700,00

3196.1I
Cuba has always attracted travellers. In the 20th century, 
its soubriquet, ‘the Pearl of the Caribbean’ alluded to its 
popularity with the great and the good, including literary 

figures, stars of the silver screen and prominent 
politicians. In the 1930s and 40s, Havana offered many 

delights for overseas visitors including luxury hotels, 
palatial casinos and vibrant avenues.

The Historiador GMT is the perfect travel companion for 
those individuals wishing to enjoy sunnier climes, 
meandering along Havana’s sultry streets while 

simultaneously keeping one eye on the time at home.
Historiador GMT je dokonalým společníkem na cesty pro 

ty jednotlivce, kteří si chtějí užít slunečnější podnebí, 
toulat se po dusných ulicích Havany a současně sledovat 

čas doma.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes central seconds, date, universal hour 
indicator with disc

Movement
CYS 6123

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 9.9 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Ivory dial with printed hours, blue printed seconds, 
applied CyS emblem, centered brown arrow 

indicating the second time zone
Hands

Blue Breguet hours and minutes, blue central 
seconds, universal hour disc

Strap
Dark blue shiny Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador LANDERON
€4.800,00

3146.1N

Cuervo y Sobrinos has rediscovered one of its 
historical chronographs, created in 1946, endowed 

with a bi-compax layout and a Landeron 248 
movement. The Swiss Maison is pleased to unveil the 

Historiador Landeron, a reinterpretation of said 
former classic, equipped with a fully restored 

Landeron 248 movement.

Limited edition 100 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and small seconds, tachymeter and 
chronograph
Movement
CYS 4008

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 12.5 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Black dial with tachymeter in white color, applied 

gold color indices
Hands

Gold color shining hours and minutes, red color 
centre seconds, counters hands in gold color

Strap
Black matte Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador LUNA NEGRA
€6.700,00

3194.1LCHS
The moon symbolises an array of different things, 
including fertility, love and wisdom. Furthermore, 

where we live determines how we view this celestial 
body. The Historiador Luna Negra is intended for use 

in the Northern Hemisphere.

Limited edition 88 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, centre seconds, date, day, month, 
complete moonphase calendar

Movement
CYS 6331

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 11.25 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Sand “Clou de Paris” guilloché skeletonised dial, 4N 
gold colour stainlesss steel applied indices, applied 

CyS emblem
Hands

Stainless steel hands, hours and minutes Breguet 
hands with Superluminova

Strap
Sand matte Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador PEQUEÑOS SEGUNDOS
€3.070,00

3191.1VAS

The Historiador Pequenos Segundos is the perfect 
accompaniment to a sartorial ensemble. Its dial and 

case exude elegance and refinement.
While inspired by the aesthetic influences of the 

1940s and 50s, the design of this handsome creation 
confers lasting charm.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, small seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5157

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 11.5 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Silver, index applied with rhodium treatment, 11 

Superluminova point, CyS emblem applied
Hands

Hours and minutes with Superluminova, small 
seconds, rhodium treatment

Strap
Black matt Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador RETRÓGRADO
€5.600,00

3194.1B
Sometimes in life we enjoy an experience so much 

we yearn to relive it one more time. Likewise, when 
we encounter problems or make a mistake, we often 
wish we could wipe the slate clean and start again. 
The Historiador Retrógrado sates these desires. It 
features an unusual date indication which has the 

capacity to go back in time.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds, retrograde date, 
day of the week, power reserve

Movement
CYS 6330

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 11.25 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Cobalt blue, date, day of the week and power 

reserve, centre part with “Clous de Paris”, hours 
indication with 8 pyramid shaped indexes, roman 

numerals, applied CyS emblem
Hands

Silver-toned hour and minute hands with Super-
LumiNova™, centre seconds, silver-coloured date, 

day of the week and power reserve hands
Strap

Dark blue high-gloss Louisiana alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador RETRÓGRADO
€5.300,00

3194.1A
Sometimes in life we enjoy an experience so much 

we yearn to relive it one more time. Likewise, when 
we encounter problems or make a mistake, we often 
wish we could wipe the slate clean and start again. 
The Historiador Retrógrado sates these desires. It 
features an unusual date indication which has the 

capacity to go back in time.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds, retrograde date, 
day of the week, power reserve

Movement
CYS 6330

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 11.25 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Silver, date, day of the week and power reserve, 

central part with “Clous de Paris”, hours indication 
with 8 pyramid shaped indexes, roman numerals, 

applied CyS emblem
Hands

Blue hours and minutes with Superluminova, central 
seconds, blue date and day of the week hands, blue 

power reserve
Strap

Dark blue shiny Louisiana alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador RETRÓGRADO
€22.222,00

3194.9A
Sometimes in life we enjoy an experience so much 

we yearn to relive it one more time. Likewise, when 
we encounter problems or make a mistake, we often 
wish we could wipe the slate clean and start again. 
The Historiador Retrógrado sates these desires. It 
features an unusual date indication which has the 

capacity to go back in time.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds, retrograde date, 
day of the week, power reserve

Movement
CYS 6330

Case
18 kt. rose gold, diameter 40 mm, height 11.25 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Silver, date, day of the week and power reserve, 

central part with “Clous de Paris”, hours indication 
with 8 pyramid shaped indexes, roman numerals, 

applied CyS emblem
Hands

Blue hours and minutes with Superluminova, central 
seconds, blue date and day of the week hands, blue 

power reserve
Strap

Gold shiny Louisiana alligator
Buckle

18 kt. rose gold pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador Segundos Centrales
€2.900,00

3195.1CS.AR
The Historiador Segundos Centrales shuns the 

superfluous, simply displaying the essentials of time.
The case evokes thoughts of Havana during the 1940s 

and 50s, a glamorous period where style was 
omnipresent.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and small seconds
Movement
CYS 5102

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 9.9 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Silver, sand decoration finishing in the center, 11 
shining spheres at the hours, date, CyS emblem 

applied
Hands

Hours, minutes with Superluminova, central seconds 
round shape, rhodium treatment, exclusive CyS 

design
Strap

Black matt Louisiana alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador SQUELETTE
€3.070,00

3191.1NSQS
Throughout life, we exhibit an unwavering desire to 
uncover hidden treasures. The Historiador Squelette 

satisfies the wearer’s curiosity to see behind the 
façade of a conventional watch dial. Cuervo y 

Sobrinos indulges inquisitive minds by showcasing 
the various levers, springs and wheels at play within 

the watch’s movement.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and central seconds
Movement
CYS 5101

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 11.15 mm, 
double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 

coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-
through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Finely perforated squelette dial, applied Cys emblem

Hands
Hours and minutes with Superluminova, red central 

second
Strap

Black with red alcantara interior nubuck Louisiana 
alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Historiador TRADICIÓN
€3.700,00

3195.TR.C
Traditions enrich society. They contribute to life’s 

colour and texture. This is no more obvious than in 
the Pearl of the Caribbean, Cuba, and more 

specifically, Havana. The Historiador Tradicion 
embodies the Cuban capital’s vibrant palette of hues 

and its spirited soundtrack.

Limited edition 882 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5102

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 40 mm, height 10.1 mm, 
Bubble shaped vintage glass, water resistant to 3 
ATM, screwed see-through case back, sapphire 

crystal printed with “1 de los 882”
Dial

Champagne, rose gold plated trapezoidal and circular 
indexes applied, finely decorated dial with grid-

shaped “frappage” from an original past dial, “Cuervo 
y Sobrinos” and “Tradición” vintage style 

“cartouche”, date indication, CyS emblem applied
Hands

Hours and minutes“dauphine” style, red arrow 
second hand

Strap
Brown matt calf Leather

Buckle
Stainless steel pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Pirata CRONO
€7.300,00

3051.1NDD
The Pirata Crono encompasses an array of design 
elements that imbue it with a unique, handsome 
appearance. The distinctive modular case design 
combines stainless steel with blackened titanium, 

proffering an abundance of eye-appeal.
Cuervo y Sobrinos has conceived an elaborately 

shaped case which echoes the sinuous profile of a 
17th century cannon. Measuring 45mm in diameter, 

the case makes a bold statement and provides an 
expansive dial area, ideal for the display of each 

indication.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, small seconds, date, day date, 
chronograph: 12 hours, 30 minutes and central 

seconds
Movement
CYS 3061

Case
Stainless steel, titanium with black treatment, 

diameter 45 mm, height 15.5 mm, sapphire crystal 
with anti-reflective coating, water resistant to 5 ATM, 

screwed see-through case back with 2 swords 
surrounding the classic CyS crest engraving

Dial
Stainless steel with laser engraving “Pirata de el 

Tiempo de la vida”
Hands

Hours, minutes and counter, hands rhodium satin 
finishing and luminous SLN C3, central seconds 

rhodium satin
Strap

Black matt Louisiana alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Pirata GMT
€6.240,00

3052.1WGMT

Cuba has a rich maritime history, harking back to a 
time when pirates navigated the seas, eager to seize 
untold treasures. The Pirata GMT references this era 

with its distinctive modular case design.

The elaborate shape of the case echoes the sinuous 
profile of a 17th century cannon. Its 45mm stainless 
steel case makes a bold statement and confers an 
expansive dial area, perfectly suited to displaying 

every indication with notable clarity.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, seconds, second time zone, date 
display in window

Movement
CYS 5123

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 45 mm, height 12.4 mm, 
sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 5 ATM, screwed see-through case back 

with 2 swords surrounding the classic CyS crest 
engraving

Dial
White dial with index applied, 24 hours display on 

center, CyS emblem applied
Hands

Hours and minutes, central second and GMT hands 
with rhodium treatment finishing, luminous SLNC3

Strap
Black matt Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Pirata TOURBILLON
€54.593,00

3052.5NT
The Pirata Tourbillon tastefully captures the 

excitement and style synonymous with Cuba’s 
maritime history. This exceptional watch represents 

the highest level of watchmaking, thanks to his noble 
Tourbillon.They can be characterized by three words: 

PASSION, ADVENTURE, UNIQUENESS

Limited edition 10 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, Minutes, Seconds (Tourbillon)
Movement

BCP Tourbillons T02 caliber, created by Olivier Mory, 
COSC certification and Swiss Label, hand winding, 
diameter 31,8 mm, height 6,5 mm, power reserve 

105 hours, 19 jewels, frequency: 3 Hz (21600 Alt/H), 
shock resistant up to 5000G and magnetic fields 

resistant up to 2000 Gauss, movement with black 
DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) treatment

Case
Bronze and titanium, diameter 45 mm, height 14,9 
mm, sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, 

water resistant to 5 ATM, screwed transparent back 
case
Dial

Dominant skeleton dial consisting of the ship’s 
rudder and a rope-shaped edge ring, CyS emblem 

applied, the tourbillon is placed under a bridge at 6 
o’clock
Hands

Hours and minutes, hands with rhodium treatment 
finishing, luminous SLNC3

Strap
Black matte ostrich

Buckle
Titanium pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Prominente CLÁSICO
€3.070,00

1015.1RA

Similar to a fine cigar from Havana, the Cuervo y 
Sobrinos Prominente Clásico has a rich character and 

exudes a notable air of luxury. Its distinctive 
appearance differentiates it from many other 

watches and its period styling delivers lasting appeal.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5103

Case
Stainless steel, 32 mm x 43 mm, height 8.6 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal typical from the 50’s 
with anti reflective coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, 
screwed see-through case back with sapphire crystal

Dial
Soleil background finishing in the middle, printed 

roman figures and applied CyS emblem
Hands

Hours and minutes dauphine shape with 
Superluminova, rhodium color treatment, central 

second baton shape rhodium color treatment
Strap

Louisiana alligator
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Prominente CLÁSICO QUARTZ
€2.147,58

1016.1YE
Inspired by a historic Cuervo y Sobrinos watch of the 

1950s, the case incorporates gently arcing lines. 
These curving lines play with light, suffusing the case 
with areas of brilliance and shade. The straight flanks 

of the case gracefully sweep outwards as they 
approach the lugs. The bezel is stepped, again 

manipulating light to glorious effect.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds, and date
Movement
CYS 1100

Case
Stainless steel, 32 x 43 mm, height 6.9 mm, sapphire 
crystal with anti-reflective coating, water resistant to 

3 ATM, screw-down case back
Dial

Yellow background, applied index, date, applied CyS 
emblem
Hands

Vintage style hours, minutes and seconds
Strap

Yellow saffian leather
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Prominente DOBLE TIEMPO
€4.800,00

1124.1ACG
Consistent with other members of the Prominente 
collection, this doble tiempo model is a large and 

imposing watch. Unusually this handsome model is 
endowed with two displays, powered by two 

independent movements.

The Prominente Doble Tiempo can display two 
different times simultaneously, regardless of the time 
difference between the two locations, it is perfectly 

suited to those individuals with a penchant for global 
travel.

The Doble Tiempo watch can also be supplied with 
diamonds, which are fitted into the outer part of a 
steel case with 88 or 374 diamonds. We will send a 

price offer on request.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, date, day of the week, second time 
zone with 24 hours indication

Movement
CYS 5205 (Top) and CYS 5025 (Bottom)

Case
Stainless steel, 30.5 x 52 mm, height 9.5 mm, curved 
sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 3 ATM, double open back cover with 6 

screws
Dial

Cream dial with “guilloché” finish, arab or romain 
indexes transferred, applied CyS emblem

Hands
Brown Breguet hours and minutes with 

Superluminova
Strap

Gold shiny Louisiana alligator “pon pon”
Buckle



Prominente SOLO TIEMPO
€3.700,00

1012.1NM
The Prominente Solo Tiempo shuns the unnecessary, 
choosing to express time clearly while delivering an 

abundance of beauty and glamour. Indeed, this 
elegant watch perfectly captures the character of 

Havana’s energetic and glamorous culture.

The Solo Tiempo watch can also be supplied with 
diamonds, which are fitted into the outer part of a 
steel case with 86 or 198 diamonds. We will send a 

price offer on request.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and small seconds
Movement
CYS 5103

Case
Stainless steel, 33.75 x 52 mm, height 10 mm, 

sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-through case back 

with sapphire crystal
Dial

Black “Guilloché” background, Mother of Pearl 
central part, embossed arabic numbers rhodium 

treatment, applied CyS emblem
Hands

Hours, minutes and central second with rhodium 
treatment

Strap
Louisiana alligator

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Robusto CHURCHILL
€3.700,00

2810.1S
Cuervo y Sobrinos is delighted to announce a 

beautiful new edition of its iconic Churchill timepiece. 
This exquisite new version, featuring a salmon 
guilloché dial that embodies the warmth and 

vibrance of Havana, is limited to just 30 pieces.

Limited edition 30 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, centre seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5105

Case
Stainless steel and titanium sides, diameter 43 mm, 

height 12.45 mm, sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 10 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Salmon “Clou de Paris” guilloché dial, silver applied 
indices, applied CyS emblem

Hands
Stainless steel hands, hours and minutes

Strap
Stainless steel and titanium bracelet and black 

Louisiana alligator leather strap
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Robusto CHURCHILL “Sir Winston”
€3.700,00

2810.1SW
Following the resounding success of its Robusto Churchill ‘Yalta 

Edition’ timepiece, Cuervo y Sobrinos is pleased to unveil the 
Robusto Churchill ‘Sir Winston’, a limited-edition model 
endowed with an eye-catching petrol blue guilloché dial.

The watch is available with a dark blue high-gloss Louisiana 
alligator strap or, alternatively, a stainless steel and titanium 
bracelet. Other specification highlights include an innovative 
crown design, 3-part modular case construction and a Swiss 

automatic movement. Limited to just 100 pieces in each variant, 
scarcity is assured.

Each watch is delivered mounted on its stainless steel and 
titanium metal bracelet, the additional alligator strap will be 

stored inside the humidor box.

Limited edition 100 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, centre seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5105

Case
Stainless steel and titanium sides, diameter 43 mm, 

height 12.45 mm, sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 10 ATM, screwed see-

through case back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Petrol blue “Clou de Paris” guilloché dial, silver 
applied indices, applied CyS emblem

Hands
Stainless steel hands, hours and minutes with 

Superluminova
Strap

Dark blue high-gloss cayman and stainless steel and 
titanium metal bracelet.

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Robusto CHURCHILL “Yalta Edition”
€3.700,00

2810.1Y
In February 1945, Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin met 

near Yalta in Crimea. Over a number of days, the 
three leaders, often termed the ’Big Three’, discussed 

the future of a post-war Europe.

The Robusto Churchill “Yalta Edition” wishes to 
celebrate this momentous period in 20th century 

history and in particular, the close relationship 
between Churchill and Roosevelt, recognising the 

special friendship which continues to endure 
between the UK and the US.

Limited edition 500 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, seconds, date and day dat
Movement
CYS 5206

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 43 mm, height 12.45 mm, 
sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 

resistant to 10 ATM, screwed see-through case back 
with sapphire crystal

Dial
Silver “Clou de Paris” guilloché dial, silver applied 

indices, applied CyS emblem
Hands

Stainless steel hands, hours and minutes with 
Superluminova

Strap
Gold shiny cayman

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Robusto PERPETUAL GMT
€44.990,00

2824.9Z BS
In the world of luxury watches, ’complications’ are 
held in the highest esteem. A complication is any 

function other than the display of hours, minutes and 
seconds. The Robusto Perpetual GMT, as its name 
implies, allows the wearer to view the ’local time’ 

and ’home time’ simultaneously, making it ideal for 
overseas travel.

Limited edition 10 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and seconds, perpetual date, day of 
the week, leap year and GMT

Movement
CYS 6420

Case
18 kt. rose gold, diameter 43 mm, height 11.95 mm, 
sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-through case back 

with sapphire crystal
Dial

Sapphire dial, blue outline counter, date, 24h and 
month, gold “poudré” printed hours printed

Hands
Gold squelette hour and minute hands, gold central 

second hand, gold pear shaped days, date and month 
hand
Strap

Gold shiny Louisiana alligator
Buckle

18 kt. rose gold pin buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Vuelo CRONO
€7.742,00

3201.1B
The Vuelo Crono is intended for men with a passion for 

speed. Like a streamlined car, its modern styling 
incorporates numerous contours and curves, making it 
ideal for those individuals who choose to live life in the 

fast lane.
However, this watch is also named, ‘Vuelo’, the Spanish 

word for ‘flight’. Its name invites the wearer to fly into the 
future and discover a world rich with character and full of 

opportunities.

Description
Functions

Hours and minutes, small seconds, chronograph: 60 
seconds counter on center, 30 minutes counter, 

tachymeter, second time zone with central hand and 24 
hours indication, date

Movement
CYS 8120

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 44 mm, height 13.65 mm, double 
curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-through case back with 

sapphire crystal
Dial

Blue multi level and complex, small seconds counter on 
first level, minutes counter on first level, 24 hours printing 

on second level, 8 index applied and 3 numbers printed 
on second level, minutes and seconds print on third level, 

applied CyS emblem, date indication
Hands

Steel hours and minutes “dauphine” shape, coated with 
white Superluminova, chronograph: red triangular shaped 
central seconds chrono, steel/red small second, steel/red 

30 minutes counter hand, steel 24 hours hand
Strap

Dark blue matt alcantara with alligator “pon pon’ insert
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Vuelo DOMINGO ROSILLO
€3.700,00

3205.1C
In May 1913, Domingo Rosillo piloted an aeroplane from 
Key West in Florida to the sun-drenched island of Cuba. 
Rosillo was the first person to accomplish this feat. The 
Cuban citizen continued to play a prominent role in the 

country’s aviation history until his passing in 1957.
The Cuervo y Sobrinos Vuelo Domingo Rosillo celebrates 

the achievements of this remarkable individual. However, 
while the company has looked at the past, its gaze is 
primarily focussed on the future. Indeed, the name 

‘Vuelo’, the Spanish word for flight, implies ‘a flight to the 
future’, making reference to the contemporary styling of 

this sporty model.

Limited edition 90 pieces

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes and central seconds and world time 
indication.
Movement
CYS 5123

Case
Aged stainless steel, diameter 44 mm, height 11.4 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti reflective coating, 
water resistant to 3 ATM, crown with CyS emblem 

engraving, screwed-down lugs, Rosillo engraved aged 
stainless steel case back

Dial
Cream dial with coated SuperLuminova hands and CYS 

emblem
Hands

Hours and minutes with Superluminova, red central 
seconds

Strap
Brown matt kangaroo

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Vuelo GMT
€4.400,00

3204.1B
When Cuervo y Sobrinos designed the Vuelo GMT, it looked at 

the past but chose to wholeheartedly embrace the future. 
Indeed, the name, ’Vuelo’ implies a flight to the future, a place 

where opportunity awaits the adventurous wearer.
Each element of this Vuelo GMT is modern and sporty. The 

stainless steel case measures 44mm in diameter, bestowing the 
watch with extraordinary wrist presence. The double curved 

sapphire crystal allows light to flood the dial surface, 
augmenting legibility.When Cuervo y Sobrinos designed the 

Vuelo GMT, it looked at the past but chose to wholeheartedly 
embrace the future. Indeed, the name, ’Vuelo’ implies a flight to 

the future, a place where opportunity awaits the adventurous 
wearer.

Each element of this Vuelo GMT is modern and sporty. The 
stainless steel case measures 44mm in diameter, bestowing the 

watch with extraordinary wrist presence. The double curved 
sapphire crystal allows light to flood the dial surface, 

augmenting legibility.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds, date, second time zone with 
central hand and 24 hours indication

Movement
CYS 5123

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 44 mm, height 15.15 mm, double 
curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-through case back with 

sapphire crystal, mineral glass K1
Dial

Blue multi level dial ivory and blue color, 24 hours printing on 
first level, 8 applied index and 3 applied numbers on second 

level, minutes and seconds printing on third level, date, applied 
CyS emblem

Hands
Steel hours and minutes “dauphine” shape with white 

Superluminova, red arrow central seconds hand, 24 hours red 
symbol
Strap

Dark blue matt alcantara with alligator “pon pon’ insert
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Vuelo HORAS DEL MUNDO
€4.970,00

3202.1IHDM
Early aviators once looked at the sky and envisaged a 

world where people boarded planes and travelled 
overseas. Today, transcontinental travel is part of 
everyday life, however, the freedom it confers is 

attributable to a band of remarkable individuals. Indeed, 
Cuervo y Sobrinos chose the name ’Vuelo’ to convey a 
desire to fly into the future, a world which awaits the 

most ingenious minds.
The Vuelo Horas del Mundo incorporates a world time 

indication, allowing the wearer to see the prevailing hour 
in 25 different locations, scattered around the globe. 

However, beyond the appeal of this fascinating 
complication, this watch has a myriad of features which 

enrich the ownership experience.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds and world time 
indication.
Movement
CYS 5123

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 44 mm, height 11.4 mm, double 
curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, water 
resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-through case back with 

sapphire crystal
Dial

Two levels dial, central sapphire glass with decoration and 
CyS emblem, external blue bezel with 25 cities printed in 

white, world timer 24 hours central disc
Hands

Hours, minutes with Superluminova, red central seconds
Strap

Dark blue matt alcantara with alligator “pon pon’ insert
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Senõra CARAMELO
€2.850,00

1015.1GR
The Señora Caramelo embraces some of the lively 

colours which pervade life on this Caribbean island. 
This model, inspired by a historic Cuervo y Sobrinos 

watch of the 1950s, is available in a choice of vibrant 
colourways including, blue, green, orange, red and 

yellow.

The majestic scale of the Señora Caramelo heightens 
the readability of the dial indications, while the vivid 

palette of colours on offer faithfully capture the 
exotic character of Cuban life.

Description
Functions

Hours, minutes, central seconds and date
Movement
CYS 5103

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 32 x 43 mm, height 8.3 mm, 
curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating, 
water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed see-through case 

back with sapphire crystal
Dial

Green background fine satin finishing, applied index, 
date, applied CyS emblem

Hands
Vintage style hours, minutes and seconds

Strap
Green leather strap

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem

Catalog
Watches
Womens



Senõra CLÁSICO
€1.690,00

3112.1MB
Inspired by the lifestyle prevalent in 1950s Havana, 

the Senõra Clásico captures the charm of this bygone 
era. Furthermore, with its sensuous, curving lines and 

bewitching looks, this watch captivates attention 
with its smouldering appearance.

The SEÑORA CLÁSICO watch can also be supplied 
with diamonds, which are fitted into the outer part of 

a steel case with 36 diamonds. We will send a price 
offer on request.

Description
Functions

Hours and minutes
Movement
CYS 1004

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 34 mm, height 7.1 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed with 4 

screws
Dial

Black mother of pearl, applied indices, applied CyS 
emblem
Hands

Hours and minutes, rhodium treatment
Strap

Louisiana alligator “ponpon”
Buckle

Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Senõra SOL Y ESTRELLAS
€2.060,00

3112.1SEV
When Cuervo y Sobrinos decided to create a new 

lady’s watch, it looked to its spiritual home for 
inspiration. The Señora Sol y Estrellas refers to the 

sun and stars which look down on Havana’s 
inhabitants.

The model was designed by female watch designer, 
Annick Woungley, who was born in Havana, close to 

Cuervo y Sobrinos’s inaugural boutique

Description
Functions

Hours and minutes
Movement
CYS 1005

Case
Stainless steel, diameter 34 mm, height 7.1 mm, 

double curved sapphire crystal with anti-reflective 
coating, water resistant to 3 ATM, screwed with 4 

screws
Dial

Green and blue guilloché dial, full cut diamonds 
indices and applied centre decoration

Hands
Steel color hands

Strap
Green calf palmellato leather

Buckle
Stainless steel folding buckle, engraved CyS emblem



Elegant leather watch winder

€150,00

Elegant leather watch winder, Power 
supply 220V / battery.

Exclusive leather case

€75,00

Exclusive leather case with Cuervo y 
Sobrinos logo for 3 cigars.

Catalog
Watches

Accessories



Australian Kangaroo 1oz gold                                                                    
€2.204,00                                                                                              

Description                                                                                       
Gold investment coin
Diameter: 32.6 mm

Weight: 31.1 g
Purity: 999.9 / 1000 AU

Country of origin: Australia

Wiener Philharmoniker gold coin 1 oz                                                                   
€2.204,00                                                                                                                        

Description                                                                                       
Gold investment coin

Diameter: 37 mm
Weight: 31.103 g

Purity: 999.9 / 1000 AU
Country of origin: Austria

Jan Jánský ČNB 13g                                                                                                          
€35,00                                                                                                                     

Description                                                                                       
Commemorative silver coin

Diameter: 31 mm
Weight: 13 g

Purity: 925/1000 Ag 75/1000 Cu
limit load: 30,000 pcs

Country of origin: Czech Republic

Investment coins
Silver coins

Catalog

Gold coins
Investment coins



Karel Havlíček Borovský 13g                                                                                                      
€35,00                                                                                                                     

Description                                                                                       
Commemorative silver coin Karel Havlíček Borovský 13g

Diameter: 31 mm
Weight: 13 g

Purity: 925/1000 Ag, 75/1000 Cu
Limit load: 10,900 pcs

Country of origin: Czech Republic

Kookabura Silver 1kg                                                                                                        
€1.503,00                                                                                                                     

Description                                                                                       
Commemorative silver coin

Diameter: 40 mm
Weight: 25 g

Purity: 925/1000 Ag, 75/1000 Cu
Limit load: 50,000 pcs

Country of origin: Czech Republic

Maple Leaf 1oz                                                                                                                                    
€63,00                                                                                                                   

Description                                                                                       
Silver investment coin

Diameter: 30 mm
Weight: 31,1 g

Purity: 999,9/1000 Ag
Country of origin: Canada

Silver Beast coin 2oz                                                                                   
€121,00                                                                                                              

Description                                                                                       
Silver investment coin
Diameter: 38,61 mm

Weight: 2 OZ
Purity: 0,999 Ag

Country of origin: UK+9:13



Czech stamp 1993 State emblem                                                                                 
€2.440,00                                                                                                              

Description                                                                                       
Czech stamp 1993 – State emblem

Material: Au 986/1000
Weight: 9 g

Size: 33 x 33 mm
Limit load:  200 pcs

Manufacturer: Mincovna Kremnica š.p.

Material: Ag 925/1000
Weight: 6.5 g

Size: 33 x 33 mm
Limit load: 200 pcs

Manufacturer: Mincovna Kremnica š.p.

(set of two characters Au, Ag – not sold separately)

Investment coins
Czech stamp 1993
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